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 28 

INTRODUCTION 29 

This explanatory note describes the TSOs’ approach for the ENTSO-E proposal for the Regional Coordination 30 
Centres’ (RCCs) task of according to Articles 37(1)(j) of the Regulation (EU) 2019/943 (hereinafter “Electricity 31 
Regulation”). Therefore, it gives background to the ENTSO-E proposal for the RCC task ‘regional sizing of 32 
reserve capacity’. 33 

For the tasks set out in Article 37(1) of the Electricity Regulation and not already covered by the relevant 34 
Network Codes or Guidelines, ENTSO-E shall develop a proposal according to Article 37(5) of the Electricity 35 
Regulation based on the procedure set out in Article 27 of the Electricity Regulation RCCs shall carry out those 36 
tasks on the basis of the proposal following its approval by ACER.  37 

ENTSO-E identified that the RCC task according to Article 37(1)(j) of the Electricity Regulation – regional sizing 38 
of reserve capacity - is not yet fully covered by the relevant network codes or guidelines. Therefore, ENTSO-39 
E decided to draft an ENTSO-E proposal defining this task to establish a coordinated understanding of the 40 
general aspects of the task. For the avoidance of doubt, regional in this context means the cross-border 41 
interaction of TSOs related to reserve capacity.  42 

The facilitation by the RCC shall be in line with the existing and applicable European and National legal 43 
framework. Therefore, the RCC tasks defined in the ENTSO-E proposal must not go beyond facilitating the 44 
TSOs task ‘dimensioning of reserve capacity’ on regional level according to Article 6(7) of the Electricity 45 
Regulation. The allocation of such a facilitating task to the RCC shall focus on providing an added value to the 46 
relevant TSOs’ task. TSOs shall have the final decision as they are obliged by regulation and liable accordingly 47 
to perform the dimensioning. Additionally, TSOs’ legal obligations and local approaches, reflecting technical 48 
needs of the system, to define reserve capacity requirements and translating them into reserve capacity needs 49 
and finally into balancing capacity amounts shall be respected.  50 

With regards to the TSOs’ task of dimensioning of reserve capacity, it shall be facilitated at regional level 51 
according to Article 6(7) of the Electricity Regulation. ENTSO-E understands the proposed RCC task ‘regional 52 
sizing of reserve capacity’ as the facilitation of the dimensioning of reserve capacity according to Article 6(7) 53 
of the Regulation (EU) 118 2019/943. 54 
 55 
This explanatory note gives more detailed information on the processes described in the proposal to define 56 
the RCCs’ task of regional sizing of reserve capacity. Therefore, it depicts how the proposed short-term 57 
assessment of availability of sharing amounts and the determination of the minimum reserve capacity on the 58 
system operation region (SOR) level together meet the requirements of Point 7 of Annex I of the Regulation 59 
(EU) 2019/943, as ACER has agreed during alignment in the drafting phase to the TSOs. 60 
  61 
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RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND BACKGROUND 62 

Article 40 of the Directive (EU) 2019/9441 as well as requirements of Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 63 
establishing a guideline on electricity transmission system operation (hereinafter “SO Regulation”2) establish 64 
the responsibilities of TSOs for local reserve dimensioning on Load Frequency Control (LFC) block level. In 65 
addition, Article 6(7) of the Regulation (EU) 2019/943 requires that the dimensioning of reserve capacity on 66 
LFC block level shall be performed by the TSOs and shall be facilitated at a regional level. This facilitation to 67 
be performed by an RCC as described in the proposal, shall provide added value to TSOs of the corresponding 68 
system operation region with a focus on the consideration of reserve sharing on a regional level and ensuring 69 
sufficient reserve capacity in the SOR. This task of an RCC facilitating the TSOs’ task of dimensioning reserve 70 
capacity on a regional level shall be separate from and fully respect the local reserve dimensioning process 71 
performed and owned by TSOs forming a Load Frequency Control (LFC) block, to maintain sufficient reserves 72 
in the region covering those LFC blocks and be based on the dimensioning results. 73 

Article 32(1) of EB Regulation requires among others that all TSOs of an LFC block shall regularly and at least 74 
once a year review and define the reserve capacity requirements for the LFC block or scheduling areas of the 75 
LFC block pursuant to dimensioning rules as referred to in Articles 157 and 160 SO Regulation respecting the 76 
requirements of Article 127 SO Regulation. The SO Regulation obliges TSOs to perform the dimensioning of 77 
frequency restoration reserves (FRR) and, when implemented, RR on the level of LFC blocks. The proposed 78 
determination of minimum reserve capacity on SOR level by the RCC will ensure sufficient reserve capacity 79 
in the SOR and also indicate to TSOs that there might be a possibility to reduce the dimensioned reserve 80 
capacity by entering into a sharing agreement following the provisions of SO Regulation. By providing this 81 
information at least on a yearly basis, the RCC facilitates the TSOs’ dimensioning process.  82 

According to Article 152(1) SO Regulation the objective of dimensioning reserve capacity FRR with automatic 83 
activation (aFRR), FRR with manual activation (mFRR) and replacement reserves (RR) according to Articles 157 84 
and Article 160 SO Regulation is to determine the reserve capacity need on an load frequency control (LFC) 85 
block level in order to comply with the frequency restoration control error (FRCE) target parameters and 86 
dimensioning rules and thus ensuring operational security. The focus is on compliance with technical 87 
requirements. Accordingly, each TSO shall operate its control area with sufficient upward and downward 88 
active power reserves, which may include shared or exchanged reserves, to face imbalances between demand 89 
and supply within its control area. 90 

Article 157(2)(b) SO Regulation requires that the FRR dimensioning shall take into account the restrictions for 91 
the sharing of reserves defined in Article 157(2)(j), Article 157(2)(k), Article 160(4) and Article 160(5) SO 92 
Regulation due to possible violations of operational security and the FRR availability requirements when 93 
applying the probabilistic dimensioning methodology. Additionally, all TSOs forming an LFC block shall take 94 
into account any expected significant changes to the distribution of LFC block imbalances or take into account 95 
other relevant influencing factors relative to the time period considered. Furthermore, Article 157(2)(g) SO 96 
Regulation states that all TSOs of an LFC block shall determine the reserve capacity on FRR of an LFC block, 97 
any possible geographical limitations for its distribution within the LFC block and any possible geographical 98 
limitations for any exchange of reserves or sharing of reserves with other LFC blocks to comply with the 99 
operational security limits. Further, all TSOs of an LFC block may reduce the reserve capacity on FRR of the 100 
LFC block resulting from the FRR dimensioning process by concluding an FRR sharing agreement with other 101 

 

1 Directive (EU) 2019/944 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on common rules for the internal 
market for electricity and amending Directive 2012/27/EU, available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32019L0944. 
2 Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 of 2 August 2017 establishing a guideline on electricity transmission system 
operation (hereinafter “SO Regulation”), available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2017.220.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2017:220:TOC 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32019L0944
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32019L0944
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2017.220.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2017:220:TOC
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2017.220.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ:L:2017:220:TOC
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LFC blocks according to Article 157(2)(j) and Article 157(2)(k) SO Regulation. Therefore, TSOs are required to 102 
assess the operational security before any sharing or exchange of FRR. 103 

Articles 160(4) and 160(5) SO Regulation allow that all TSOs of an LFC block implementing an RR process (RR 104 
TSOs) may reduce the reserve capacity on RR of the LFC block, resulting from the RR dimensioning process, 105 
by developing an RR sharing agreement for positive or negative reserve capacity on RR with other LFC blocks. 106 
TSOs are required to assess the operational security before any sharing or exchange of RR. 107 

Articles 166, 168 and 170 of SO Regulation define general requirements for sharing FRR and RR within a 108 
synchronous area. Following the provisions of this Article, the parties participating in a sharing agreement are 109 
a control capability receiving TSO and a control capability providing TSO. Following this, a sharing agreement 110 
is in principle a unilateral agreement. If two TSOs have concluded a bilateral sharing agreement (consisting of 111 
two unilateral sharing agreements) providing for the mutual provision of reserves, at least two unilateral 112 
sharing agreements are established. As the sharing of reserves reduces the overall amount of available 113 
reserves in the SOR, the RCC task ‘regional sizing of reserve capacity’ ensures operational security in a scenario 114 
where the impact of an event involving at least two LFC blocks requiring those LFC blocks to activate reserves 115 
simultaneously, needs to be assessed beyond each individual LFC block to guarantee appropriate reserve 116 
capacity and thus system operational security in the region. Articles 177 and 179 of SO Regulation provide 117 
general requirements for sharing FRR and RR between synchronous areas. Limits have to be defined by TSOs 118 
to this sharing of reserves to ensure operational security.  119 
 120 

The RCC task of regional sizing of reserve capacity facilitates the TSOs’ consideration of reserve sharing 121 
amounts when determining the reserve capacity of the LFC block within their dimensioning process. The result 122 
of the collaboration between TSOs and the RCC under regional sizing of reserve capacity represents a lower 123 
bound for the required reserve capacity of each type of reserves in the system operation region (SOR) and 124 
thus aims to ensure operational security. This amount of reserves is at least required to fulfil the minimum 125 
requirements set out in Articles 157(2) and Article 160 SO Regulation resulting in a solution guaranteeing 126 
sufficient reserve capacity in a region. 127 

 128 

129 
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SHORT-TERM ASSESSMENT OF AVAILABILITY OF 130 

SHARING AMOUNTS 131 

The ‘short-term assessment of availability of sharing amounts’ by RCCs is understood by TSOs as a subtask of 132 
the RCCs’ task ‘regional sizing of reserve capacity’ as a process which takes place after TSO’s dimensioning in 133 
a day-ahead or intraday timeframe. Thereby, the ‘short-term assessment of availability of sharing amounts’ 134 
takes place in full respect of the existing methodologies and processes approved locally by National Regulatory 135 
Authorities (NRAs) and already implemented by TSOs on an LFC block level. The results of the regional sizing 136 
performed by RCCs may be used by TSOs for a short-term increase of their required reserve capacity on LFC 137 
block level.  138 

The sharing of reserves allows TSOs to decrease the reserve capacity of the LFC block resulting from the 139 
dimensioning process (performed separately by each of the TSOs) by concluding a sharing agreement between 140 
themselves. In the event that simultaneously (correlated) activation of shared reserves is required or a system 141 
situation not allowing for the provision of the initially forecasted volumes of shared reserves, there is a risk of 142 
insufficient reserve capacity in the region. Where a reserve sharing agreement exist within the SOR, the RCC 143 
shall facilitate the involved TSOs in determining the necessary reserve capacity of the LFC block by notifying 144 
the involved TSOs where and when the risk of simultaneously (correlated) activation of reserves exists. If this 145 
event poses a threat to the operational security of the SOR, the RCC task results in recommending a possible 146 
reduction of the amount of shared reserves to the relevant TSOs. Thus, this RCC task contributes significantly 147 
to ensuring system security in the SOR. 148 

Due to the pure operational and technical focus of the dimensioning process based on SO Regulation, the 149 
focus of the RCC task of ‘regional sizing of reserve capacity’ is not on reducing the tender quantities of reserve 150 
capacity considered necessary per LFC Block, but on increasing system operational security by guaranteeing 151 
appropriate reserve capacity on a regional level. In particular, the TSOs’ consideration of restrictions defined 152 
in the agreements for the sharing of reserves or exchange of reserves due to possible violations of operational 153 
security, the FRR availability requirements and possible limitations for any sharing of reserves or exchange of 154 
reserves with other LFC blocks to comply with the operational security limits (Article 157(2)(b) and (g) SO 155 
Regulation) shall be facilitated on a regional level by the RCC.  156 

If based on the short-term assessment performed by the RCCs, the availability of shared reserve capacity 157 
cannot be guaranteed due to simultaneously expected demands for reserve capacity in the relevant LFC blocks 158 
or insufficient cross zonal capacity available between the LFC blocks, the RCC shall notify the involved LFC 159 
blocks accordingly. Thus, the RCC recommendation suggests to the relevant TSO to increase locally available 160 
reserve capacity, up to a maximum of the reserve capacity resulting from the dimensioning process, as the 161 
TSO can no longer reduce its dimensioned reserve capacity by the sharing amount without threatening the 162 
system operational security. If the recommendation includes an adjustment of sharing, the concerns of 163 
affected TSOs, according to applicable guidelines and agreements, shall also be taken into account.  164 

By allocating the short-term assessment of availability of sharing amounts to the RCC, more confidence is 165 
given to TSOs that there would be no decrease in system operational security when concluding a sharing 166 
agreement between themselves. From an economic efficiency point of view, the proposed RCC task avoids 167 
high expenses for remedial actions to maintain operational security in case of insufficient balancing capacity 168 
available. Thus, the RCC task ‘regional sizing of reserve capacity’ allows TSOs to ensure operational security 169 
with regards to complying with their frequency quality defining/target parameters in a cost-effective manner 170 
by regional cooperation and coordination.  171 

Example for short-term assessment of availability of sharing amounts 172 
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In this process, shown in the diagram on the following page, each LFCB making use of reserve sharing (as 173 
reserve receiving TSO) provides the RCC with its own load forecasts, wind forecasts, solar forecasts, 174 
expected hydro running, locally dimensioned reserve capacity, agreed reserve sharing amounts, cross zonal 175 
capacities and uncertainties related to current generation and load forecasts. 176 
Based on the calculated regional sized reserve capacity and the uncertainties, the RCC may provide a 177 
recommendation on adjusting the amount of shared reserves used to decrease the final required reserve 178 
capacity for each type of reserves on LFCB level.  179 

If based on comparison of the information provided the RCC determines that the agreed sharing amount 180 
cannot or can only partially be provided to the control capability receiving TSO in the relevant period, the RCC 181 
shall issue an awareness notification to these TSOs. The awareness notification should be issued 6 hours 182 
before gate closure and the control capability providing TSO and the relevant affected TSO(s) shall be 183 
informed. 184 

On receiving the awareness notification, the control capability receiving TSO can: 185 

• Adapt its reserve capacity;  186 

• Adapt the request of allocating CZC for sharing of reserves;  187 

• Request a review of the RCC recommendation in the case of new input data is available; or 188 

• Deviate from the RCC recommendation, submitting a justification for its decision to RCC and to the 189 
other TSOs of the SOR 190 

 191 

 192 

  193 
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 195 

From SO Regulation article 157(2)(j)(i), for CE and Nordic synchronous areas, the amount of FRR that a LFC 196 
block can share is limited to the difference, if positive, between the size of the positive dimensioning incident 197 
and the reserve capacity on FRR required to cover the positive LFC block imbalances during 99% of the time. 198 
Additionally, the reduction in positive reserve capacity cannot exceed 30% of the dimensioning incident. 199 

The following is a non-exhaustive list of parameters that RCC may consider for the short-term assessment of 200 
simultaneous risk of activation of reserves. TSOs have the responsibility to provide forecasts to RCCs, and 201 
TSOs can delegate this responsibility to RCCs.  202 

• Weather Conditions: 203 

o High wind infeed, strong wind conditions 204 

o High sun infeed (risk of clouds) 205 

o Storms (Wind, snow) 206 

o Uncertainties of the RES forecasts.  207 

 RCCs evaluate the risk of simultaneous occurrence of reserve activation among LFC Blocks having a sharing 208 
agreement in place by comparing the time series of above listed and delivered parameters. More details about 209 
the process will be specified during the Implementation phase. 210 

TSOs may provide additional information to be considered by RCCs. This may include: 211 

• Special Grid conditions: 212 

o New systems, new processes, implemented in LFC Blocks having a Sharing Agreement 213 

o Fuel shortages (But this is probably more related to Adequacy issues, but the idea proposed 214 
is that such shortage could arrive suddenly) 215 

• Specific Weather Conditions 216 

o Fast changes/ramp rates in RES, by identifying triggers of such fast changes in RES infeed 217 

o Other implications on demand or generation 218 

Data exchange with RCC 219 

In this paragraph are described some possible data exchange foreseen between TSOs and RCCs. During the 220 
implementation phase, more detailed data exchange and processes for performing the short-term assessment 221 
will be needed. 222 

Data sent to RCCs by TSOs Data sent by RCC to 
TSOs 

 

Forecasts to be collected at minimum at the LFC Block level 

TSOs to investigate internally what parameters could be collected and transmitted to RCCs: 

Recommendation on 

increase of LFC Block 

balancing capacities 
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• Wind speed  

• Light intensity 

• Load-forecast and influence factors such as temperature 

• RES infeed in MW, optionally with location of this infeed in the LFC Block 

• Risk of Wind decrease, unexpected level of RES infeed (to confirm that this risk is 

already taken into account) 

• Risk of RES forecasts uncertainties 

• Timing of the risk between LFC Blocks having a sharing agreement 

• Forecast for Wind/Sun curtailment 

• Negative prices (link with shutdown of RES infeed) 

• Uncertainty ratio of unplanned unavailability (whether conditions, negative 

prices,…) 

due to short-term 

assessment 

Minimum balancing 

capacity needs 

 223 

  224 
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DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM RESERVE 225 

CAPACITY ON SOR LEVEL 226 

To set up the methodology for determining the minimum reserve capacity which must be available on SOR 227 
level, TSOs took into account the provision of SO Regulation on the dimensioning of reserves. There are 228 
mainly two criteria underlying the dimensioning of reserves on LFC block level: the dimensioning incident or 229 
the probabilistic criterion (the reserve capacity must be able to cover the historical (positive and negative) 230 
imbalances at least 99% of the time).  231 

SO Regulation allows TSOs of an LFC block to reduce the reserve capacity resulting from the dimensioning 232 
process by concluding a sharing of reserves agreement. Therefore, SO Regulation defines (for CE and Nordic 233 
SA) the possible sharing potential of an LFC block (for positive reserve capacity in general) as the minimum of 234 
{ 30% of LFC block’s dimensioning incident and the maximum of [ zero and the (LFC block’s dimensioning incident 235 
minus the amount of reserve capacity required to cover at least 99% of the historical imbalances of the LFC block ) 236 
] }. 237 

The LFC block imbalance corresponds to the ACE open loop following Article 3 (138) of SO Regulation). 238 

The following gives three examples for the calculation of the sharing potential of a LFC block according to 239 
provisions of SO Regulation given the dimensioning incident in blue, the amount of reserve capacity required 240 
to cover at least 99% of the historical imbalances of the LFC block in purple and the resulting sharing potential 241 
in green. 242 

 243 

If LFC blocks conclude a sharing of reserves agreement in line with SO Regulation, this may lead to decreased 244 
available reserves on LFC block level. Sharing of reserves is a useful option to comply with the locally 245 
determined reserve capacity requirements to ensure system operational security in a cost effective manner. 246 
On regional (SOR) level, sharing of reserves decreases the generally available reserves. Because of the 247 
assumed anti correlation of LFC block imbalances, this in a first approach is reasonable. With increasing shares 248 
of renewables and including other events with regional impact (e.g. system split), the assumption of anti-249 
correlation can no longer be made steadily. Therefore, the RCC shall perform the proposed determination of 250 
the minimum reserve capacity to be available on SOR level, to ensure operational security in the most cost 251 
effective manner. If the summed up held reserve capacity (including the decrease by sharing of reserves) of 252 
all LFC blocks within the SOR should fall below the determined minimum reserve capacity necessary on SOR 253 
level, TSOs of the SOR would have to increase the available reserves to ensure operational security in the 254 
region.  255 

To determine the minimum reserves required on SOR level the criteria underlying the dimensioning on LFC 256 
block level were converted to SOR level. Therefore, the sizing incident was introduced on SOR level as a 257 
reflection of the dimensioning incident. In addition, an approach to calculate the amount of reserve capacity 258 
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required to cover at least 99% of the historical netted imbalances on SOR level was included in the proposal. 259 
The maximum between those two values (dimensioning incident and historical imbalances coverage higher 260 
than 99%). 261 

‘Sizing incident’ in this context means the maximum positive or negative power deviation occurring 262 
instantaneously between generation and demand in a system operation region, considered in the calculation 263 
of sharing potential. The sizing incident shall be the largest imbalance that may result from an instantaneous 264 
change of active power such as that of two power generating modules, two demand facilities, or two HVDC 265 
interconnectors or from a tripping of two AC lines, or it shall be the maximum instantaneous loss of active 266 
power consumption due to the tripping of one or two connection points. The sizing incident shall be 267 
determined separately for positive and negative direction. 268 

In large systems such as CE, the amount of the generating capacity and demand leads to a larger probability 269 
of an additional loss of generation, consumption or in-feed before the system has recovered from a previous 270 
loss within the design window. Therefore, TSOs decided that an N-2 criterion shall be used to determine the 271 
sizing incident which is currently equivalent to 3000 MW - two biggest nuclear power units of 1500 MW each 272 
– for CE. 273 

The minimum reserve capacity required on SOR level gives then two indications to the LFC Blocks within the 274 
SOR. First, it gives the minimum floor level to always be respected when multiple Sharing Agreement exist. 275 
On the contrary it gives an indication to the TSOs willing to set a Sharing Agreement, about the available 276 
amount of sharing that can still be implemented.   277 

Netting of LFC Block imbalances within a SOR in accordance with Article 4(1c) 278 

In order to sum up imbalances of LFC Blocks within a SOR, for a dedicated time serie, positive and negative 279 
values of the LFC Blocks imbalances would be summed up, as illustrated in the figure below. When considering 280 
all time series, then a chart with positive netted values can be drawn, and a chart with negative netted values 281 
can be drawn as well. 282 

 283 

Historical Coverage (at least 99%) 284 

For the following example a historical coverage rate of 99,5% was taken, as imbalance netting was included 285 
in the calculation of historic imbalances. Imbalance netting cannot be assumed to be available every time as a) 286 
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CZC must be available and b) there must be two opposed imbalances. Thus, a higher historical coverage rate 287 
than 99% was applied. In the figure below you can see for positive netted imbalances, the process to compute 288 
the amount of needed Reserve capacity to cover at least 99,5% of the historical positive netted imbalances 289 
within the SOR. Similar chart for negative netted imbalances can be drawn. In the example below, in the 290 
considered SOR, the Needed Reserve Capacity to cover 99,5% of the time series with a Positive Netted 291 
Imbalance equals to 4890 MW.  292 
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 293 

 294 

For Illustration (numbers are not meaningful) the historical coverage results would provide the following 295 
results within a SOR: 296 

 297 

Numerical example on determination of Minimum Reserve Capacity on the SOR Level 298 

The following scenario is based on a System Operation Region (SOR) consisting of four Load Frequency 299 
Control Blocks (LFCB). Each LFCB has a positive and negative reserve requirement (Positive Reserves & 300 
Negative Reserves). This requirement is the result of each individual LFCB's dimensioning process on FRR or 301 
RR. In the scenario the LFCBs have concluded sharing of reserves agreements. One underlying assumption of 302 
the numerical example is that the demands for reserves of each LFCB are stochastically independent. Also 303 
shown are the maximum agreed sharing amounts which are specified in a sharing agreement. A sharing 304 
agreement is a bilateral contract where the obligation to provide reserves is unidirectional. If two TSOs have 305 
concluded a sharing agreement on mutual sharing of reserves, at least two unidirectional obligations to provide 306 
reserves are established independent of each other.  307 

As LFCB 2 and LFCB 4 do not have a common border, their sharing agreement will include LFCB 3 as an 308 
affected LFCB. The example assumes that the agreed sharing amounts are the same in the positive and 309 
negative directions, in reality this may not be the case. 310 

SOR X 

 
LFCB 1 

 
MW 

 
LFCB 2 

 
MW 

Positive Dimensioning Incident  1300 Positive Dimensioning Incident  1000  

Negative Dimensioning incident -1000 Negative Dimensioning incident -1000  

Positive Reserves (99% criteria) 800 Positive Reserves (99% criteria) 800 

Negative netted imbalances Positive netted imbalances

99.00% 99.50% 99.90% 99.99% 99.00% 99.50% 99.90% 99.99%

Needed 

Reserve 

Capacities 

(MW)

-3559.55 -3889.86 -4552.1 -4985.35 3749.757 4890.125 5297.954 6187.233

99,5% 

4890 
MW 
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Negative Reserves (99% criteria) -950 Negative Reserves (99% criteria) -800 

Maximum Agreed Sharing Amount 300 Maximum Agreed Sharing Amount 300 

 
LFCB 3 

 
MW 

 

Positive Dimensioning Incident  1000 

Negative Dimensioning incident -750 

Positive Reserves (99% criteria) 1200 

Negative Reserves (99% criteria) -700 

Maximum Agreed Sharing Amount  100 

 
LFCB 4 

 
MW 

Positive Dimensioning Incident  500 

Negative Dimensioning incident -500 

Positive Reserves (99% criteria) 450 

Negative Reserves (99% criteria) -500 

Maximum Agreed Sharing Amount  100 
 311 

To explain the arrangements on sharing of reserves in place:  312 

• The sharing of reserves agreement between LFCB 1 and LFCB 2 is a bilateral sharing of reserves 313 
agreement with two unidirectional obligations. LFCB 1 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 100 314 
MW of its reserve with LFCB 2 and LFCB 2 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 100 MW of its 315 
reserve with LFCB 1. This allows both LFCBs to reduce their locally dimensioned reserves by up to a 316 
maximum of 100 MW each, using this sharing agreement. The maximum agreed sharing amount 317 
between LFCB 1 and LFCB 2 is thus 100 MW in each direction. This results in a possible overall 318 
reduction of local dimensioned reserve capacity in the region of 200 MW resulting from this sharing 319 
of reserves agreement.  320 

• The sharing of reserves agreement between LFCB 1 and LFCB 3 is a bilateral contract with one 321 
unidirectional obligation. In this agreement, LFCB 3 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 300 MW 322 
of its reserve with LFCB 1, but LFCB 1 does not share any of its reserve with LFCB 3. Thus, LFCB 1 323 
can reduce its locally dimensioned reserves by up to a maximum of 300 MW, using this sharing 324 
agreement. 325 

• LFCB 1 does not have a sharing agreement with LFCB 4. 326 

• The sharing of reserves agreement between LFCB 2 and LFCB 3 is a bilateral contract with two 327 
unidirectional obligations. LFCB 2 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 100 MW of its reserve 328 
with LFCB 3 and LFCB 3 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 100 MW of its reserve with LFCB 329 
2. This allows both LFCBs to reduce their locally dimensioned reserves by up to a maximum of 100 330 
MW each, using this sharing agreement. The maximum agreed sharing amount between LFCB 2 and 331 
LFCB 3 is thus 100 MW in each direction. This results in a possible overall reduction of local reserve 332 
capacity needs in the region of 200 MW resulting from this sharing of reserves agreement.  333 

• The sharing of reserves agreement between LFCB 2 and LFCB 4 is a bilateral contract with two 334 
unidirectional obligations. LFCB 2 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 100 MW of its reserve 335 
with LFCB 4 and LFCB 4 has agreed to share up to a maximum of 100 MW of its reserve with LFCB 336 
2. As they do not have a common border, LFCB 3 will have to be included as an affected LFCB. This 337 
allows both LFCBs to reduce their locally dimensioned reserves by up to a maximum of 100 MW each, 338 
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using this sharing agreement. The maximum agreed sharing amount between LFCB 2 and LFCB 4 is 339 
thus 100 MW in each direction. This results in a possible overall reduction of local reserve capacity 340 
needs in the region of 200 MW resulting from this sharing of reserves agreement.  341 

• LFCB 3 does not have a sharing agreement with LFCB 4. 342 

Determination of the Minimum Reserve Capacity on the SOR Level   343 

In this example, shown in the diagram on the next page, the RCC determines the SOR Positive Sizing Incident 344 
taking into account the change of active power of the two largest power generating modules (3000MW) and 345 
the Negative Sizing Incident taking into account the loss of power consumption due to the tripping of two 346 
HVDC interconnectors (-2000MW). In this example, LFCB 3 has two 1500MW generating modules. 347 

Using the historical imbalance values of the LFCBs, the RCC sums up (netting) per time period the positive and 348 
negative imbalance of all four LFCBs. From the netted imbalances a chart with positive netted values and a 349 
chart with negative netted values can be produced. Using the netted positive imbalances and netted negative 350 
imbalances the required reserve capacity to cover the aggregated positive SOR imbalances for at least 99% of 351 
the time and the required reserve capacity to cover the aggregated negative SOR imbalances for at least 99% 352 
of the time can be calculated. In this example: 353 

Reserve capacity to cover positive SOR imbalances (for at least 99% of time) = 2750MW 354 
Reserve capacity to cover negative SOR imbalances (for at least 99% of time) = -3000MW 355 
 356 
The Reserve capacity to cover positive SOR imbalances (for at least 99% of time), 2750MW, is compared to 357 
the Positive Sizing Incident, 3000MW. The maximum of these two values is the Minimum Amount of 358 
Required Positive Reserve Capacity for the SOR, 3000MW.   359 
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The reserve capacity to cover negative SOR imbalances (for at least 99% of time), -300MW, is compared to 361 
the Negative Sizing Incident of -2000MW. The minimum of these two values is the Minimum Amount of 362 
Required Negative Reserve Capacity for the SOR, -300MW. 363 
 364 
As stated previously in this document, the SO Regulation allows TSOs of an LFC block to reduce the reserve 365 
capacity resulting from the dimensioning process by concluding a sharing of reserves agreement. The SO 366 
Regulation defines (for CE and Nordic SA) the possible sharing potential of an LFC block (for positive reserve 367 
capacity in general) as: 368 

The minimum of {30% of LFC block’s dimensioning incident and the maximum of [ zero and the (LFC block’s 369 
dimensioning incident minus the amount of reserve capacity required to cover at least 99% of the historical 370 
imbalances of the LFC block ) ] }. 371 

 372 
In this example, LFCB 1 has a positive dimensioning incident of 1300MW and the amount of reserve capacity 373 
LFCB 1 requires to cover at least 99% of its historical imbalances is 800MW. Entering these values in the 374 
above equation results in: 375 

Minimum of {[(0.3 x 1300)] and [maximum of (0 and (1300 – 800))]} 376 
Minimum of {390 and [maximum of (0 and 500)]} 377 
Minimum of {390 and 500} 378 
For LFCB 1 the Positive Reserves Sharing Potential is 390MW. 379 

 380 
In this example, LFCB 2 has a positive dimensioning incident of 1000MW and the amount of reserve capacity 381 
LFCB 2 requires to cover at least 99% of its historical imbalances is 800MW. Entering these values in the 382 
above equation results in: 383 

Minimum of {[(0.3 x 1000)] and [maximum of (0 and (1000 – 800))]} 384 
Minimum of {300 and [maximum of (0 and 200)]} 385 
Minimum of {300 and 200} 386 
For LFCB 2 the Positive Reserves Sharing Potential is 200MW. 387 

 388 
In this example, LFCB 3 has a positive dimensioning incident of 1000MW and the amount of reserve capacity 389 
LFCB 3 requires to cover at least 99% of its historical imbalances is 1200MW. Entering these values in the 390 
above equation results in: 391 

Minimum of {[(0.3 x 1000)] and [maximum of (0 and (1000 – 1200))]} 392 
Minimum of {300 and [maximum of (0 and -200)]} 393 
Minimum of {300 and 0} 394 
For LFCB 3 the Positive Reserves Sharing Potential is 0MW. 395 

 396 
In this example, LFCB 4 has a positive dimensioning incident of 500MW and the amount of reserve capacity 397 
LFCB 4 requires to cover at least 99% of its historical imbalances is 450MW. Entering these values in the 398 
above equation results in: 399 

Minimum of {[(0.3 x 500)] and [maximum of (0 and (500 – 450))]} 400 
Minimum of {150 and [maximum of (0 and 50)]} 401 
Minimum of {150 and 50} 402 
For LFCB 4 the Positive Reserves Sharing Potential is 50MW. 403 

 404 
Similar calculations are performed to calculate the Negative Reserves Sharing Potential of each of the LFCBs. 405 
 406 
By comparing the Minimum Amount of Required Positive Reserve Capacity for the SOR, 3000MW, to the 407 
summed up Positive Dimensioning Incidents per LFCB including the Positive Reserves Sharing Potential  408 
amounts, 3160MW, the RCC can make a recommendation to the LFCBs. In this example, the RCC may 409 
recommend that the LFCBs investigate further sharing of reserves because the summed up positive reserve 410 
of the LFCBs of the SOR including positive sharing potential is greater than the Minimum Amount of Required 411 
Positive Reserve Capacity for the SOR. 412 
 413 
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By comparing the Minimum Amount of Required Negative Reserve Capacity for the SOR, -3000MW, to the 414 
summed up Negative Dimensioning Incidents per LFCB including Negative Reserves Sharing Potential 415 
amounts, -2950MW, the RCC can make a recommendation to the LFCBs. In this example the RCC may 416 
recommend that the LFCBs reduce sharing, revise the provision of reserve capacity, and/or propose 417 
improvements to the regional sizing methodology because the summed up negative reserve of the LFCBs of 418 
the SOR including negative sharing potential is in absolute terms less than the Minimum Amount of Required 419 
Negative Reserve Capacity for the SOR. 420 
 421 

TIMELINE 422 

In order to take into account, the fact that the RCCs have not been active in the field of balancing until today 423 
and thus completely new tasks arise for them, an implementation period of at least 36 months seems 424 
appropriate. 425 

The proposed implementation timeline considers the fact that RCCs involvement in this “Regional sizing of 426 
reserve capacity” is a new task specified by the CEP. This process is historically performed by TSOs. Thus, the 427 
implementation period of 36 months is supported by the following points: 428 

• Sizing of reserve capacity is a completely new task and processes that needs to be at the RCCs. So 429 
RCCs will learn and develop the service from a black paper. 430 

• The proposal is referring to a regional sizing of reserve capacity, however, it is not mentioned if the 431 
technical implementation (and it is not its goal) should be done on regional level or on pan-European 432 
level. So, RCCs will clarify within different SORs to align on the specific regional technical solutions.  433 
Even if having a common European tool shared by all RCCs needs to take into account the regional 434 
specificities. 435 

• After this alignment all together either at regional or pan-European level, the timing also takes into 436 
account the potential duration related to specifications, tendering for IT solution, development of the 437 
IT solution. This is followed by the validation of the technical solution, its implementation including 438 
testing and parallel run and of course the stabilisation phase. 439 

 440 

  goal start end time 
interval 

1. Regional 
alignment  

  1.1.2023 28.2.2024 423 

1.1. Clarificati
on of 
tasks to 
be 
requested 
by TSOs 

Determini
ng the 
tasks on 
the 
regional 
sizing of 
reserve 
capacity 
to be 
performe
d by the 
RCCs by 

1.1.2023 1.9.2023 243 
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the SOR 
TSOs 

1.2. Drafting 
of 
detailed 
regional 
process 

Detailed 
definition 
of the 
regional 
process of 
sizing of 
reserve 
capacity 
in 
cooperati
on with 
the SOR 
TSOs 

1.9.2023 28.2.2024 180 

1.3 Clarificati
on of IT 
needs 

Definition 
of the 
needs for 
an IT tool 
in order 
to fulfil 
the RCC 
tasks in 
cooperati
on with 
the SOR 
TSOs 

1.9.2023 28.2.2024 180 

2. RCC 
process 
establish
ment 

  1.9.2023 15.12.202
5 

836 

2.1. Internal 
definition 
of process 

Determini
ng the 
internal 
RCC 
process 
on the 
regional 
sizing of 
reserve 
capacity 

1.9.2023 1.1.2024 122 

2.2. IT 
specificati
on 

Specifying 
the IT tool 
needed 
for the 
internal 
RCC 
process of 
regional 

1.1.2024 15.6.2024 166 
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sizing of 
reserve 
capacity 

2.3. IT 
developm
ent 

Realisatio
n of the IT 
tool 
needed 
for the 
internal 
RCC 
process of 
regional 
sizing of 
reserve 
capacity 

15.6.2024 15.6.2025 365 

2.4. IT testing Testing of 
the IT tool 
needed 
for the 
internal 
RCC 
process of 
regional 
sizing of 
reserve 
capacity 

15.6.2025 15.12.202
5 

183 

3. Go-live 
Phase 

  1.9.2024 15.6.2026 652 

3.1. Operation
al SLA 
finalisatio
n 

To finalise 
the 
Operation
al SLA of 
the 
service 
including 
the KPIs 

1.9.2024 28.2.2025 180 

3.2. Go-live. 
Check list 
completio
n 

Fill and 
sign the 
go-live 
checklist 
before 
starting 
the 
Parallel 
run 

15.12.202
5 

15.3.2026 90 

3.3. Training 
Operators 

Train 
Operators 
to provide 

15.12.202
5 

15.3.2026 90 
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the 
service 

3.4. Trial Run Monitor 
the sizing 
and 
procurem
ent 
process of 
TSOs 
according 
to the set 
process to 
identify 
possible 
risks 

15.3.2026 15.6.2026 92 

3.5. Go-live   15.6.2026 15.6.2026 0 

  441 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) 442 

1)    Is the proposal aiming for a common methodology for the whole EU Region or for different methodologies 443 
for each System Operation Region (SOR)? 444 
• The proposal aims for a common pan-EU methodology, but every SOR has dedicated 445 

implementation due to the specificities of regions. 446 

2)   Are different regional IT tools to be developed for the RCC service or a common pan-European tool (similar 447 
to what we have for STA and OPC)? 448 
• Different tools can be developed for the different SORs.  449 
• But the results of the calculations need to be comparable, so common input/output data contents 450 

and formats are to be defined 451 

3)    Which types of reserves are part of the scope of the proposal (FCR, aFRR, mFRR, RR)? 452 
• aFRR, mFRR and RR 453 

4)    What are the roles and responsibilities of RCCs in the regional procurement of balancing capacity? 454 
• Please refer to the business process description. 455 

5)    What are the interdependencies with other services/tools already assessed (e.g. STA, CCC)? Are there 456 
any possibilities to use data from other services for this service? 457 
• CCC: available amount of capacity 458 
• STA: ? 459 
• ROSC: impact of sharing on network flows 460 

6)    Is the usage of CGMES format to be assessed for the service? 461 
• The CIM format used for the network modelling can be applied for the purposes of this service, too. 462 
• This question is to be decided during the IT development phase, based on actual common 463 

requirements. 464 
 465 


